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Pump-probe spectroscopy of cold87Rb atoms in various polarization configurations
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We investigate systematically pump-probe spectroscopy of cold87Rb atoms produced by a magneto-optical
trap. The pump-probe spectra are measured without the presence of the trapping beams or any optical molas-
ses. Various polarization configurations of the probe and pump fields result in very different spectra of probe
absorption. The observed spectra exhibit a dispersive profile, a dispersionlike profile, a Lorentzian profile, or a
dispersive profile plus a Lorentzian profile. The widths of all the spectral profiles are narrower than the natural
linewidth of the excited state. Our work clarifies the mechanisms behind these different spectral profiles and
provides essential information for the pump-probe spectroscopy of cold atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cold atoms produced by a magneto-optical trap~MOT!
@1# provide great opportunities for the studies of quant
phenomena at long de Broglie wavelengths and for the
entific applications that require atoms with slow velocity
low kinetic energy. An atom temperature on the order of 1
mK can be easily achieved with a MOT setup. The Dopp
and transit-time effects are greatly reduced at such temp
ture. One can also obtain rather dense sample of cold at
and still enjoy negligible perturbations from collisions. Co
atoms are ideal for spectroscopy studies.

Pump-probe spectroscopy is a powerful tool to stu
atom-photon interaction. When a pump field is applied,
information about the interaction processes and the ato
medium can be extracted from the probe spectra. For
ample, pump-probe spectroscopy has helped researche
explore the cooling mechanism and dynamics of a M
@2–6#; it has also provided more accurate information on
hyperfine structures of many atomic species@7–12#.

The pump-probe spectra of cold atoms with widths n
rower than the natural linewidth of the excited state are fi
reported in Refs.@2,3#. In the experiments, the cold atom
are produced with a MOT and the subnature-linewidth sp
tra exhibit dispersionlike profiles. Reference@2# proposes
that the observed spectra are due to the stimulated Ra
transition between the Zeeman sublevels in the ground s
This remarkable theory can well explain the experimen
observations of Refs.@2,3#. We briefly describe the theor
and the work of Ref.@2# below. Two counter-propagatin
laser beams with opposite circular polarizations and sa
intensity form the pump field. This results in linearly pola
ized pump field with the polarization direction rotating
space. Consider the frame whosez axis is in the polarization
direction of the pump field. The light shifts of ground-sta
Zeeman levels induced by the red-detuned pump field
similar to those shown in Fig. 5~c! ~that will appear in Sec.
IV B !. According to the experimental condition, Ref.@2#
states that the population distribution among the ground-s
Zeeman levels is determined by the trapping field of
MOT and looks like the distribution in Fig. 5~c!. The probe
field drives Dm561 transitions. For the case in the le
drawing of Fig. 5~c!, the stimulated Raman transition resu
1050-2947/2001/63~4!/043808~11!/$20.00 63 0438
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in amplification of the probe field; for the case in the rig
drawing of Fig. 5~c!, that results in absorption of the prob
field. Therefore, the pump-probe spectrum shows a dis
sionlike profile that resulted from the two Lorentzian profil
of the amplification and the absorption. The peak-to-pe
width of the dispersionlike profile is determined by the lig
shifts. From the above description, it is understood that s
pump-probe spectra can be used to explore population di
bution among Zeeman sublevels of the atoms in a MOT
optical molasses.

With the theory of the stimulated Raman transition
mind, we have found some results in Ref.@13# unclear. The
article presents dressed-atom spectroscopy of cold Cs at
Some pump-probe spectra in the article also exh
subnatural-linewidth and dispersionlike profiles. The atom
system~the u6S1/2,F54& andu6P3/2,F855& states! of these
spectra is the same as that of the spectra in Ref.@2#. On the
other hand, the spectra of Ref.@13# are measured in a simple
situation that one pump and one probe beams are used
the trapping beams are not present. The authors of the ar
state that dispersionlike profiles appear only when the pu
field is circularly polarized. They also propose ‘‘The su
natural width can be explainable if it is due to aL-type
stimulated Raman process with a small splitting in t
ground stateF54 level.’’ We search the literature in orde
to clarify their spectra and their explanation. No satisfacto
answer was obtained. This has prompted the motivation
our paper.

We have systematically investigated pump-probe sp
troscopy of cold87Rb atoms in various polarization configu
rations. The observed spectra can exhibit a dispersive pro
a dispersionlike profile, a Lorentzian profile, or a dispers
and a Lorentzian profiles. Our work clarifies the mechanis
behind these different spectral profiles and provides esse
information for the pump-probe spectroscopy of cold atom
Some features of our paper are summarized in the follow
~i! Pump-probe spectra are measured without the presen
the trapping beam and any optical molasses. Only one pu
beam and one probe beam are used and their polarization
not vary with space nor with time in each measurement. T
simple situation helps to identify the physical mechanis
behind experimental observations.~ii ! The pump and probe
beams propagate in the orthogonal directions in most m
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! Energy levels of
87Rb and the excitations of the la
ser fields.~b! Scheme of the ex-
periment. T denotes the trappin
beams and M denotes the ant
Helmholtz coils. The repumping
beam is not shown in the figure
The symmetry axis of the anti-
Helmholtz coils is in thez direc-
tion. The pump and probe beam
propagate in thexy plane. PD is
the photodetector for measurin
the probe absorption.~c! The tim-
ing sequence of the experiment.
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surements. Flexibility of the experimental arrangements
degree of freedom of the studies are improved. The ortho
nal propagation also prevents the spectra from being in
enced by the two-wave mixing between the pump and pr
fields @14–17#. ~iii ! The pump and probe beams interact w
atoms in the mode of periodic pulses and the probe
quency is slowly swept. The pulse length is short enou
such that the two beams will not knock away or heat up
cold atoms. Such a short-pulse and slow-sweep method
minimize the deformation or asymmetry of spectra caused
the forces from the two beams. The pulse length is also m
long enough such that measured spectra can be consider
steady-state results.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We study the pump-probe spectroscopy in laser-coo
87Rb atoms. Our experimental arrangement is shown in
1. Cold 87Rb atoms are produced with a vapor-cell MO
@18#. We maintain the pressure of Rb background vapor
the trapping cell at about 1028 torr throughout the experi
ment. The MOT is formed with a spherical quadrupole ma
netic field, six trapping laser beams, and a repumping la
beam. Two anti-Helmholtz coils generate the spherical qu
rupole magnetic field with an axial gradient of 7.8 G/cm. T
circular trapping beams have 1/e diameters of 9.6 mm and
the power of each trapping beam is about 2.3 mW. Its
quency is tuned to 14 MHz below theuF52&→uF853&
transition. (F indicates a hyperfine level in the 5S1/2 ground
state andF8 indicates that in the 5P3/2 excited state. Such
notations are used throughout this article.! The repumping
beam drives theuF51&→uF852& transition with an 1/e di-
ameter of 10 mm and a power of 4 mW. The temperature
the cold atoms is about 250mK measured with the delayed
image technique@19,20#.

The pump beam is in elliptical shape with major and m
nor 1/e diameters of 3.9 mm and 2.9 mm. Cold atoms p
duced by the MOT are completely inside this 1/e beam pro-
file of the pump field. The probe beam is sent through
04380
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circular aperture with a diameter of 0.8 mm, before it inte
acts with the atoms. Its intensity is rather uniform. We ke
the power of the circular probe beam at 5mW in the experi-
ment. The pump and probe beams propagate in the orth
nal directions in most measurements. In this paper, the a
between the propagation directions is 90°, if we do n
specify the propagation directions of the two beams. T
pump and probe beams can be linearly or circularly polari
in the experiment. To produce linearly polarized pump a
probe beams, we use such polarizers that have the extinc
ratio better than 104. The circularly polarized pump beam i
produced with a quarter-wave plate. We carefully adjust
quarter-wave plate such that the ratio ofs1 light to s2 light
or vice versa is greater than 300. The polarizing optics
always the last items in the optical paths before the bea
enter the trapping cell and interact with the atoms.

The pump and probe beams come from two diode las
both of which are injection locked by the same master las
An external-cavity diode laser is the master laser. Its f
quency is locked to the center of the crossover line betw
the uF52&→uF852& and uF52&→uF853& transitions of
87Rb atoms in the saturated absorption spectroscopy.
spectral linewidth of the master laser is less than 1 MHz. O
beam from the master laser is sent through an acousto-o
modulator~AOM! and the diffracted output beam from th
AOM seeds the pump laser. We adjust the driving freque
of the AOM to change the pump frequency. Another be
from the master laser is sent through another AOM in
double-pass configuration@21#. The twice-diffracted output
beam from this AOM seeds the probe laser. The driv
frequency of the AOM is modulated during the spectru
measurement to sweep the probe frequency. This dou
pass configuration ensures that the optical alignment of
injection locking of the probe laser remains unchanged w
the probe frequency is swept. We typically sweep the pro
frequency at a speed of about 14 MHz/s.

The timing sequence of the experiment is shown in F
1~c!. We turn off the trapping beams of the MOT period
cally. This is achieved with a mechanical chopper havin
8-2
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modified blade. A photodiode monitors the light of the tra
ping beams after the chopper and sends its output signal
circuit that can generate delayed pulses. Each delayed p
is triggered by the falling edge of the signal from the pho
diode. We adjust the delay time of the pulse to ensure
the trapping beams are completely off when the pump
probe beams are being turned on. The pulse switches on
pump and probe beams via two AOM’s. We keep the driv
frequencies of these two AOM’s constant in the entire
periment. After the probe beam interacts with the atoms
power is measured by a photodiode. A lock-in amplifier d
tects the output of this photodiode and generates the spe
The pulse that controls the switching of the probe beam
also the reference signal of the lock-in amplifier. We set
pulse width to 8ms to prevent the cold atoms from bein
knocked away or heated up by the pump and probe bea
The repumping beam of the MOT is always unblocked.
frequency is far away from the studied transition and
expect the presence of the repumping beam influences
measured spectra little. The magnetic field of the MOT
kept on all the time, since we are not able to switch it off fa
enough. To minimize the influence of the magnetic field
the spectra, we use a smaller magnetic-field gradient of
G/cm in this experiment than the optimum one.

In the measurements of the spectra, the frequency of
pump is fixed and the probe frequency is swept over
pump frequency. We have adjusted the pump frequenc
red detunings and blue detunings of theuF52&→uF853&
transition for the study. The absolute frequency is calibra
with the absorption spectrum of theuF52&→uF853& tran-
sition of cold 87Rb atoms. When measuring the probe sp
trum for the calibration, we use the linearly polarized pro
field and do not turn on the pump field. The axial magne
field gradient of the MOT is further reduced to 3.9 G/cm
the calibration. The timing sequence of switching the tra
ping and probe fields and the measurement method are
same as those described before. The measured spectra
the typical width of around 8 MHz and the run-to-run flu
tuation of their peak positions is about 1 MHz. Having fou
the driving frequencies of the injection-locking AOM an
the chopping AOM of the probe field with respect to t
peak of the calibration spectrum, we deduce the abso
frequency of the master laser. Once the master laser
quency is calibrated, the pump and probe frequencies in
experimental data are obtained.

III. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

We have performed two theoretical calculations to ide
tify the mechanisms behind the observed spectra and to
amine the experimental data. In one calculation, we cons
the transitions between the excited- and ground-state Zee
levels. This is the Zeeman-state calculation. In our sec
calculation, we consider the transitions between momen
states of the atoms. It is called the momentum-state calc
tion. The Zeeman-state and momentum-state calculat
will be described below.
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A. The Zeeman-state calculation

We use density-matrix approach to calculate probe
sorption spectra@22–24#. In the calculation, thez axis ~quan-
tization axis! is chosen according to the polarization of th
strong pump field@24#. If the pump field is linearly polar-
ized, the quantization axis is in the polarization direction
the pump field. If the pump field is circularly polarized, th
quantization axis is in the propagation direction of the pu
field. The total Hamiltonian of the system consists of fo
parts as shown in the following:

Hatom5\v0 (
me523

3

ume&^meu, ~1!

Hpump5S 2
\V

2
eivt( 8 Cmemg

umg&^meu D1c.c., ~2!

Hprobe5S 2
\V8

2
eiv8t( 8 Cmemg

umg&^meu D1c.c., ~3!

HZeeman5mBB0S g2 (
mg522

2

mgumg&^mgu

1g3 (
me523

3

meume&^meu D . ~4!

In the above equations,umg& denotes the Zeeman sublevel
the uF52& ground state andume& denotes that of theuF8
53& excited state. Notation(8 means summation over a
allowed transitions that depend on the polarization of
laser field.Hatom is the atom Hamiltonian andv0 is the un-
perturbeduF52&→uF853& transition frequency,Hpump and
Hprobe are the Hamiltonians of the pump and probe fields,v
is the pump frequency,V is the Rabi frequency defined a
AI /2I 0G, whereI is the pump field intensity,I 0 is the satu-
ration intensity of theuF52,mg52&→uF853,me53& tran-
sition, andG is the spontaneous decay rate of the 5P3/2 ex-
cited state.v8 andV8 indicate the similar physical quantitie
of the probe field.Cmemg

[^F853,meuF52,mg ;1,me2mg&
is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The equations ofHpump
and Hprobe are written under the rotating wave approxim
tion. HZeeman is the Hamiltonian of the Zeeman shifts in
duced by a static magnetic fieldB0 in the direction of the
quantization axis.mB is the Bohr magneton, andg2 andg3
are theg factors of theuF52& and uF853& states.

The steady state of the density matrixr of the system is
solved with the equation below:

dr

dt
5

1

i\
@Hatom1Hpump1HZeeman1Hprobe,r#1H dr

dt J ,

~5!

where$dr/dt% describes the relaxation ofr. The relaxation
due to the spontaneous decay, collisions, and magnetic-
inhomogeneity is taken into account. Since the pump a
probe lasers are injection locked by the same master la
8-3
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we do not consider laser-linewidth effects in$dr/dt% @25#.
We write down all the matrix elements of$dr/dt% in the
following:

H drmeme

dt J 52~G1gc!rmeme
, ~6!

H drmgmg

dt J 5GS (
me5mg21

mg11

Cmemg

2 rmemeD 1gcS (
me523

3 rmeme

5 D
2gcS rmgmg

2 (
mg8522

2 rm
g8m

g8

5 D , ~7!

H drmgme

dt J 52S G

2
1mBgbug2mg2g3meu1gcD rmgme

,

~8!

H drmem
e8

dt
J 52~G1mBgbug3me2g3me8u1gc!rmem

e8
, ~9!

H drmgm
g8

dt
J 5GS (

Dm5Dm850,61

Cmemg
Cm

e8m
g8
rmem

e8D
2~mBgbug2mg2g2mg8u1gc!rmgm

g8
, ~10!

wheregc is the collision rate andgb describes the relaxatio
due to magnetic-field inhomogeneity in the direction of t
quantization axis. Because the collision rate in the cold
oms is much smaller than other relaxation rates, we alw
put gc50.001G in the calculation. In the last equation,Dm
5me2mg andDm85me82mg8 . Treating the weakHprobe as
the perturbation, we carry out the calculation to all orders
Hatom1Hpump1HZeemanand to the first order ofHprobe. After
the stationary solution of Eq.~5! is found numerically, the
probe absorption cross section is the imaginary part of

3l2

2p
eiv8t( 8 rmemg

Cmemg
G/V8. ~11!

In the above formula, the notation of(8 is the summation for
all allowed probe transitions.

B. The momentum-state calculation

The spectra of the stimulated Raman transition betw
differently populated momentum states are calculated@26–
29#. Such transition is also called the recoil-induced re
nance~RIR!. The transition process is that an atom absorb
pump photon and once stimulated emits a probe photon
vice versa. Depending on the population difference betw
the two momentum states linked by the pump and pr
fields, the probe field can be amplified or absorbed. Con
ering that the pump and probe frequencies are far from
uF52&→uF853& resonance and assuming that they axis is
parallel to the direction of the recoil momentum, the pro
amplification is proportional to
04380
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A2pmkBT
E

2`

`

3dpy

g„exp~2py
2/2mkBT!2exp~2py8

2/2mkBT!…

g214Fpy8
2

2m
2S py

2

2m
1\v2\v8D G2 . ~12!

In the above,m is the mass of the atoms,T is the temperature
of the atoms,kB is the Boltzmann constant,g is the relax-
ation rate of the system, andpy and py8 are the initial and
final momentums of the transition. According to the mome
tum conservation,py8 relates topy as the following:

py8'py1
2\v0

c
sin

u

2
, ~13!

whereu is the angle between the propagation directions
the pump and probe beams. We obtain theoretical RIR sp
tra by numerically evaluating the above integral.

From the results of the calculation, we notice that the R
spectral profile is dispersive and centers aroundv85v @28#.
The width of the profile increases both withT and with u.
The dependence onu of the width is less significant at large
angles. Ifg is negligible, the amplitude of the RIR profile i
independent ofu. On the other hand, a non-negligibleg will
reduce the amplitude and such reduction is more pronoun
at smaller angles.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND DISCUSSION

There are four polarization configurations of the pum
and probe fields experimentally studied.~i! Both fields are
linearly polarized in the same direction. This is thel in i l in
configuration.~ii ! Both fields are linearly polarized and the
polarization directions are orthogonal. This is thel in' l in
configuration.~iii ! The pump field is circularly polarized an
the probe field is linearly polarized in the direction parallel
the propagation direction of the pump field. This is thesi l in
configurations.~iv! The pump field is circularly polarized
and the probe field is linearly polarized in the direction no
mal to the propagation direction of the pump field. This
the s' l in configuration. Figure 2 shows typical spectra
these four configurations. The spectra in the left and the r
columns of the figure are under red- and blue-detuned pu
fields, respectively. For different polarization configuration
not only the spectral profiles exhibit variety but also the sy
metries between the left and the right columns behave
ferently. We will present and discuss the data in Secs. IV
IV E five sections. Sections IV A–IV D are for the fou
polarization configurations. Section IV E includes the disc
sion of the polarization configurations other than the abo
four. It also demonstrates the spectra containing two-w
mixing signals.

We summary the notations that will be used later.D is the
detuning of the pump field from theuF52&→uF853& reso-
nance.V is the Rabi frequency of the pump field as defin
previously.d5v82v is the difference between probe an
pump frequencies.u is the angle between pump and pro
propagation directions.

All the spectral plots presented later will have the follow
8-4
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ing conventions. The horizontal scales are in the unit of
spontaneous decay rate. The natural linewidth of the 5P3/2
excited state is 5.9 MHz. In the vertical axes, values of pro
gain larger than 1 indicate amplification of the probe fie
and those smaller than 1 indicate absorption of the pr
field.

A. l in i l in

The result from the Zeeman-state calculation in
l in i l in configuration shows a typical Mollow spectrum
Such results are expected, since the excitations of the p
and probe fields can be decomposed into several two-l
systems as shown in Fig. 3~a!. The dispersive profile aroun
d50 in the Mollow spectrum has a width much larger th
that of the experimental data in Fig. 2~a!. Its polarity is op-
posite to thepolarity of the experimental data in Fig. 2~a!.
~We define thepolarity of a dispersive profile as the follow
ing. The positivepolarity means probe amplification ford
,0 and probe absorption ford.0. The negativepolarity
means probe absorption ford,0 and probe amplification fo
d.0.! Clearly, the Zeeman-state calculation cannot pred
the experimental observations in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. There is
other evidence to show that the experimentall in i l in spectra
are not due to the transitions between Zeeman states. I

FIG. 2. Experimental pump-probe spectra in different polari
tion configurations.~a! and ~b! are in l in i l in . ~c! and ~d! are in
l in' l in . ~e! and ~f! are in si l in . ~g! and ~h! are in s' l in . The
horizontal scales of all the plots are the same.D524.2G for the
spectra in the left column andD54.1G for spectra in the right
column.V5(460.9)G for all the spectra.
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increase the magnetic-field gradient by a factor of 2,
observed spectra are broadened little. This implies that
Zeeman states play little roles in thel in i l in spectra.

The experimental spectra in thel in i l in configuration are
the consequences of RIR. Figure 4 shows the spectra at
different us. The widths of the spectra increase withu. The
amplitudes of the spectra are nearly the same atu
550°,90°, and 125°. Only the amplitude of the spectrum
u515° gets much smaller. Thepolarities of the dispersive

-

FIG. 3. The excitations of the pump and probe fields in differe
configurations.~a! l in i l in , ~b! l in' l in , ~c! si l in , and~d! s' l in .
Solid lines indicate pump excitations and dashed lines indic
probe excitations.

FIG. 4. The pump-probe spectra in thel in i l in configuration.
Solid lines are experimental data and dashed lines are theore
curves from the momentum-state calculation. The dotted line in~a!
is also an experimental spectrum.D527G and V5(6.761.5)G.
u515° in ~a!, 50° in ~b!, 90° in ~c!, and 125° in~d!. All the
theoretical curves correspond toT5200 mK and g52p380 kHz.
The vertical scales of all the plots are the same. We measure
spectrum of the solid line in~a! with a pulse width of 16ms, instead
of 8 ms used elsewhere in this paper. The spectrum of the do
line in ~a! is measured with a pulse width of 8ms and clearly shows
the transit-time broadening. Using a pulse width of 16ms does not
change the spectra in~b!, ~c!, and~d!. Usingg50 in the calculation
modifies the spectra in~b!, ~c!, and~d! little.
8-5
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FIG. 5. The l in' l in configuration:~a! and
~b! are the spectra from the Zeeman-state cal
lation. The insets of~a! and~b! display the spec-
tra in the range of2G,d,G and their vertical
scales are magnified by two folds.V54G for all
the spectra andD524.2G in ~a! and 4.1G in ~b!.
Solid lines are calculated withB0520.3 G and
gb50.1 G. Dashed lines are calculated withB0

50 andgb50. ~c! and~d! are the light shifts and
the population distribution of ground-state Ze
man sublevels. The size of the solid circle ind
cates the population distribution and the dott
horizontal line indicates the unperturbed ener
level. ~c! D,0 and~d! D.0. We only draw Ra-
man transitions amongum50,61& states for sim-
plicity and the contributions from other Rama
transitions are similar.
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profiles are independent of the sign ofD and are always
positive. All the experimental observations are consist
with the predictions of the momentum-state calculation
described in Sec. III B. We fit the experimental data with t
theoretical curves from the momentum-state calculation.
best fits of the fourus consistently indicate a temperature
200 mK and a relaxation rateg of 2p380 kHz as shown in
Fig. 4. This temperature is close to the temperature meas
by the delayed-image method.

References@30,31# provide detailed information for mea
suring temperatures with RIR spectra. According to the st
ies of these references, we feel that the method of short p
and slow sweep is very suitable for measuring temperat
with RIR spectra. The short pulse can prevent the heat u
cold atoms from the pump and probe fields. It can also al
the pump and probe fields with higher intensities in order
produce larger RIR signals. The slow scan with the lock
detection can greatly enhance signal-to-noise ratio. Furt
more, RIR spectra with largerus have the advantage that th
spectral width is less sensitive to theu, the relaxation rate of
the system, and the transit effect. RIR spectra in smallus
have smaller linewidths and are more sensitive to the re
ation rate of the system. They also require longer interac
time to reach steady states@31# and are more easily influ
enced by the transit-time broadening. Such broadenin
demonstrated in Fig. 4~a!. We have compared the temper
ture sensitivities of the RIR spectra inu590° and in u
510° by using the momentum-state calculation withg→0.
At 30 or 300mK, a 10% decrease in temperature results
about 5% change in spectral width ofu590° and results in
about the same amount of change in the spectral width
u510°. The temperature sensitivities of the twous are com-
parable. This suggests that RIR spectra with largerus are
better for the temperature measurement because they
more immune from the uncertainties of the experimen
conditions.

B. l in� l in

The spectral profiles in this polarization configuration a
dispersionlike, but are clearly different from the RIR spect
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profiles. As shown in the spectra of Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, the
amplitude of amplification is less than that of absorption;
polaritiesof the positive and negativeD ’s are opposite. The
Zeeman-state calculation in thel in' l in configuration pre-
dicts the spectra in agreement with the above experime
observations. The spectra from the calculation are show
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!.

The dispersionlike shapes and thepolarities can be ex-
plained by the theory of the stimulated Raman transitio
between ground-state Zeeman levels in Ref.@13#. Figure 3~b!
shows the excitations of the pump and probe fields. T
pump field drivesDm50 transitions and the probe fiel
drivesDm561 transitions. For a negativeD, the light shifts
of ground-state Zeeman levels induced by the pump field
the population distribution determined by the optical pum
ing due to the pump field, are shown in Fig. 5~c!. With the
two-photon transitions drawn in Fig. 5~c!, amplification of
the probe field occurs whend,0 and absorption of the
probe field occurs whend.0. The polarity of the disper-
sionlike profile is positive. For a positiveD, the light shifts
of ground-state Zeeman levels induced by the pump field
the population distribution determined by the optical pum
ing due to the pump field, are depicted in Fig. 5~d!. Absorp-
tion of the probe field occurs whend,0 and amplification of
the probe field occurs whend.0. The polarity of the dis-
persionlike profile is negative.

In the insets of Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, the spectra of the
dashed lines show two absorption peaks. This is because
stimulated Raman transitions can happen, not only betw
um50& and um561&, but also betweenum561& and um
562&. The resonance condition of the transition betwe
um50& and um561& differs from that of the transition be
tweenum561& and um562&. There are also two amplifi-
cation peaks in the spectra, but they cannot be clearly s
The two absorption peaks and the two amplification pe
can be resolved better, when the light shifts of the Zeem
levels become larger by increasing the Rabi frequency of
pump field. Our experimental data do not demonstrate s
spectra of two absorption peaks and two amplification pea
8-6
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FIG. 6. The experimentall in' l in spectra at severalV ’s and
D ’s. The horizontal scales of all the plots are the same.~a! V
5(2.160.5)G and D524.2G. ~b! V5(3.360.8)G and D5
24.2G. ~c! V5(4.561)G and D524.2G. ~d! V5(6.561.5)G
and D524.2G. ~e! V5(3.160.7)G and D523.1G. ~f! V5(3.1
60.7)G andD522.0G.
04380
since the magnetic field of the MOT is not turned off durin
the measurements and it broadens the peaks.

The unequal amplitudes of amplification and absorpt
in the spectra can also be explained by the stimulated Ra
transitions. In the absorption cases, the product of
squares of the two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved
the two-photon transitions is 16/75. In the amplificatio
cases, the product of the squares of the two Clebsch-Go
coefficients involved in the two-photon transitions is 3/2
Comparing these two numbers, we immediately know t
the two-photon transition rate of the probe absorption
larger than that of the probe amplification. The ratio of the
two numbers is close to the ratio of the absorption amplitu
to the amplification amplitude in the experimental spectra
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!.

We plot the experimentall in' l in spectra at severalV ’s
andD ’s in Fig. 6. The spectra are taken in different dates a
the number of atoms in each plot may not be same. T
spectral amplitude increases withV and decreases withD.
The spectral width behaves similarly. In general, the agr
ment between the experimental data and the theoretical
dictions from the Zeeman-state calculation is satisfactory

C. si l in

The spectra in this polarization configuration exhib
Lorentzian profiles. As shown in Figs. 2~e! and 2~f!, the fre-
quency of the peak of the Lorentzian profile is larger than
pump frequency for a negativeD and smaller than the pum
frequency for a positiveD. The Zeeman-state calculation i
the si l in configuration predicts the spectra in agreem
with the above experimental observations. The spectra f
the calculation are shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!.

Following the idea of stimulated Raman transitions
Ref. @13#, we can also explain the observedsi l in spectra.
-

-

id
d

y

FIG. 7. Thesi l in configura-
tion: ~a! and ~b! are the spectra
from the Zeeman-state calcula
tion. The insets of~a! and~b! dis-
play the spectra in the range of
2G,d,G. V54G for all the
spectra andD524.2G in ~a! and
4.1G in ~b!. Solid lines are calcu-
lated with B0520.8 G andgb

50.8 G. Dashed lines are calcu
lated with B050 and gb50. ~c!
and~d! are the light shifts and the
population distribution of ground-
state Zeeman sublevels. The sol
circle indicates the population an
the dotted-horizontal line indi-
cates the unperturbed energ
level. ~c! D,0 and~d! D.0.
8-7
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CHEN, CHEN, SU, HUANG, AND YU PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 043808
For all the presentedsi l in spectra, the pump field is in th
s1 polarization. We just discuss thes1 pump field and the
outcomes of thes2 pump field are similar. Figure 3~c! de-
picts the excitations of the pump and probe fields. Since
s1 pump field can put nearly all population to theumg52&
state, only the transitions involving theumg52& state need to
be concerned. The light shifts and the population distribut
of the ground-state Zeeman levels caused by the pump
are illustrated in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. The two-photon transi-
tions from umg52& to umg51& drawn in the figure result in
the observed spectra of probe absorption. It is clear in
figure that the probe frequency of the two-photon resona
is larger than the pump frequency forD,0 and smaller than
the pump frequency forD.0. The situation shown in the
figure also indicates that amplification of the probe field c
not occur.

The peak position of the experimental spectrum in F
2~f! is closer tod50 than that in Fig. 2~e!. It indicates that a
magnetic field is present in the experimental system and
direction is opposite to the propagation direction of thes1

pump field. Since the quantization axis is pointing to t
propagation direction of the pump field, this magnetic field
negative. The negative magnetic field shiftsumg52& away
from umg51& in Fig. 7~c! and shiftsumg52& toward umg
51& in Fig. 7~d!. Consequently, the peak position of th
spectrum moves towardd50 for a positiveD and moves
away fromd50 for a negativeD. The solid lines in Figs.
7~a! and 7~b! are calculated with a negativeB0 and demon-
strate such behaviors in the insets of the figures. The p
ence of the negative magnetic field is indeed expected in
experimental system, since the intensities of the coun
propagating trapping beams of our MOT are not equal
the cold atoms center around a position where the magn
field is negative.

We plot the experimental and theoreticalsi l in spectra at
D524.2G and severalV ’s in Fig. 8. All the spectra are
taken in one run. By increasingV, the spectral width gets
broader and the peak position moves further away from
pump frequency. Both behaviors can be clearly seen in
experimental and theoretical curves. Furthermore, the exp
mental data are in agreement with the theoretical spec
When fitting the experimental spectra, we find that theuB0u
andgb , in the calculation of the best fit, increase withV. It
can be interpreted that the pump field with a higher inten
pushes the cold atoms further away from the MOT cen
and spreads them further out. Since the pump field is in
s1 polarization and its propagation direction is almost t
same as the propagation direction of the trapping beam
the higher intensity, the interpretation is reasonable.

In Fig. 8, each of the top two plots shows a small bum
emerges at the left of the large Lorentzian profile. Beca
the peak of the bump appears atd,0, the bump cannot be
explained by Raman transitions between the ground-s
Zeeman levels drawn in Fig. 7~c! such as the transition from
umg51& to umg50&. The three-photon transition fromume
53& to umg51& causes this bump. In the transition, tw
pump photons are emitted and one probe photon is absor
Since the resonance frequency betweenume53& and umg
51& is larger than the pump frequency, the probe freque
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with respect to the three-photon resonance should be
than the pump frequency and the peak of the bump app
at d,0. The ume53& state is far less populated than th
umg52& state. It can be understood that the amplitude of
bump is much smaller than that of the two-photon Ram
transition fromumg52& to umg51&.

D. s� l in

The experimental spectra in thes' l in configuration have
two distinct structures: a dispersive profile and a sm
Lorentzian profile as shown in Figs. 2~g! and 2~h!. The po-
larity of the dispersive profile is always positive for either
negative or a positiveD. The frequency of the peak of th
Lorentzian profile is larger than the pump frequency for
negativeD and smaller than the pump frequency for a po
tive D. We will explain in the next two paragraphs that th
Lorentzian profile is due to the stimulated Raman transit
between the ground-state Zeeman sublevels and the dis
sive profile is due to the RIR.

FIG. 8. Thesi l in spectra atD524.2G and severalV ’s. The
spectra in the left column are the experimental data and those in
right column are the theoretical curves from the Zeeman-state
culation. The vertical scales and the horizontal scales of all the p
are the same.~a! V5(6.561.5)G. ~b! V57.5G, B0521.0 G, and
gb51.0 G. ~c! V5(4.561)G. ~d! V55.0G, B0520.8 G, and
gb50.8 G. ~e! V5(3.360.8)G. ~f! V53.0G, B0520.7 G, and
gb50.7 G. ~g! V5(2.160.5)G. ~h! V51.5G, B0520.7 G, and
gb50.7 G.
8-8
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FIG. 9. Thes' l in configura-
tion: ~a! and ~b! are the spectra
from the Zeeman-state calcula
tion. D524.2G in ~a! and 4.1G in
~b!. The both spectra are calcu
lated with V54G, B050, and
gb50. ~c! and ~d! are the light
shifts and the population distribu
tion of ground-state Zeeman sub
levels. The solid circle indicates
the population and the dotted
horizontal line indicates the un
perturbed energy level.~c! D,0
and ~d! D.0.
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For the excitations of the pump and probe fields as sho
in Fig. 3~d!, the light shifts and the population distribution o
the ground-state Zeeman levels caused by the pump field
illustrated in Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!. Almost all population is in
the umg52& state, because of the optical pumping by t
circularly polarized pump field. In Figs. 9~c! and 9~d!, the
two-photon transition fromumg52& to umg50& results in the
Lorentzian profile of the probe absorption. The Zeeman c
culation predicts such profiles in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! and the
positions of the peaks of the profiles are consistent with
experimental observations. We point out that the produc
the squares of the two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, invol
in the two-photon transition fromumg52& to umg50&, is
2/75. On the other hand, the product of the squares of
two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, involved in the two-phot
transition fromumg52& to umg51& of the si l in configura-
tion, is 2/9. It comes as no surprise that the amplitude of
Lorentzian profile in thes' l in configuration is much
smaller than that in thesi l in configuration.

Figures 9~c! and 9~d! show that the pump and probe field
both drive theumg52& to ume53& transition. With the same
discussion described in the subsection ofl in i l in , such exci-
tations result in RIR spectra. The experimental observati
also support the argument.

The pump field of Fig. 2~g! is in thes1 polarization and
that of Fig. 2~h! is in thes2 polarization. When we use th
s1 pump field to measure the spectrum ofD54.1G, the
Raman-transition profile overlaps the RIR profile and
two profiles are not as distinguishable as the ones in
2~h!. This is again due to the presence of the magnetic fi
in the experimental system whose direction is opposite to
propagation direction of the pump field. The RIR profile ce
tered atd50 is not affected by the magnetic field, but th
Raman-transition profile is shifted towardd50 by this mag-
netic field under thes1 pump field ofD54.1P. Therefore,
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we use thes2 pump field in the measurement of Fig. 2~h! to
avoid the overlap of the two profiles.

We now discuss the unclear results in Ref.@13#. In that
experiment, the propagation directions of the pump a
probe fields are nearly collinear with an angle of about
mrad. The dispersionlike profiles are observed only when
pump field is circularly polarized. The peak-to-peak sepa
tion of the profile is about 2 MHz. Thepolarity of the dis-
persionlike profile is positive for a negativeD and is nega-
tive for a positiveD. Since the authors of Ref.@13# claim that
they do not observe any polarization dependence of
probe field, we consider that the probe field is linearly pol
ized. In that case, their pump-probe polarization configu
tion is the same as thes' l in configuration. Our paper
shows the Raman transitions in thes' l in configuration re-
sult in a Lorentzian profile of probe absorption, so the abo
experimental observations should not be explained by
man transitions between ground-state Zeeman levels as
described.~Even if the pump and probe fields are both c
cularly polarized, the Raman transitions still result in
Lorentzian profile of probe absorption. This case will be d
cussed in the next section.! The above dispersionlike profile
are not due to the RIR, either. This is because the obse
polarities are inconsistent with thepolarities of the RIR
spectra. Those experimental results in Ref.@13# have not
been resolved.

E. Others

In the polarization configuration that the pump and pro
are both circularly polarized and are in the same helicity,
can expect the RIR spectra. In the polarization configurat
that the pump and probe are both circularly polarized and
in the opposite helicities, we can expect the Lorentzian p
files. The Lorentzian profiles are due to the stimulated R
man transition between the ground-state Zeeman suble
The above two configurations are just the two component
the s' l in configuration.
8-9
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CHEN, CHEN, SU, HUANG, AND YU PHYSICAL REVIEW A63 043808
In the polarization configurations that the pump is linea
polarized and the probe is circularly polarized, we can exp
the dispersionlike profiles. The dispersionlike profiles a
due to the stimulated Raman transition between the grou
state Zeeman sublevels. Spectra of these two configura
should behave similar to those of thel in' l in configuration.

FIG. 10. The experimental pump-probe spectra in thel in' l in
configuration atu515°. V5(460.9)G. D524.2G in ~a! and
4.1G in ~b!.
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When the pump and probe fields propagate in the dir
tions with a smallu, the two-wave mixing signal will appear
Figure 10 shows the experimentall in' l in spectra atu
515°. The very narrow structure inside the Raman pro
and the very long tails outside the Raman profile are from
two-wave mixing. Its shape is similar to the two-wave mi
ing plot in Ref. @15#. The two-wave mixing signal gets
smaller and then disappears with increasingu. The polarity
of the signal is positive forD,0 and negative forD.0.
This is consistent with the prediction of the two-wave mixin
theory forJ53/2 states in Ref.@15#.

V. CONCLUSION

We have systematically studied the pump-probe spe
of cold 87Rb atoms in various polarization configuration
The spectrum in thel in i l in configuration displays a disper
sive profile and is due to the RIR. When the pump field is
off the resonance, the spectrum in thel in' l in configuration
shows a dispersionlike profile and the spectrum in thesi l in
configuration shows a Lorentzian profile. Both are caused
the stimulated Raman transitions between the ground-s
Zeeman sublevels. The spectrum in thes' l in configuration
displays a dispersive profile and a Lorentzian profile a
large detuning of the pump field. The dispersive profile
sults from the RIR and the Lorentzian profile is caused
the stimulated Raman transitions. Knowing the above resu
we can derive all spectra in the other polarization configu
tions. Our paper provides essential information for the pum
probe spectroscopy of cold atoms.
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